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Introduction
This is the second examination of the new GCSE English Language specification, with
quite a new form of language-based questioning on extracts from long texts. Since
the June 2011 series, there have been changes to the layout of the answer booklet to
counteract candidates' failing to answer in the right section. In addition, the examiner’s
report had drawn attention to the importance of answering in the correct section. These
factors undoubtedly reduced considerably the number of problems of this kind. However, it
was still the case that some candidates wrote the answer to the Writing Question in Section
B immediately after their Section A response.

Section A
In the Reading section (Section A) the overwhelming majority of candidates chose to
respond to Question 5, ‘Of Mice and Men’.
This no doubt reflects both the popularity of ‘Of Mice and Men’ and its familiarity to
teachers.
In general, examiners felt that the reading tasks were tackled quite well overall, with
many of the candidates thoroughly prepared. Most knew the requirements and there was
convincing language analysis from some.
One commented that texts had been well prepared, with candidates mostly understanding
the need to select a suitable extract for part (b). It was clear that many centres had
discussed a number of possible extracts which might be suitable and which the candidates
then used successfully. This could result in comments that tended not fully to reflect the
voice and views of the candidate.
Candidates often commented on how different parts of speech were used by authors to
communicate their ideas. However, too often they did not understand the grammatical
terms, using the terms adverb, adjective and even noun incorrectly. Where answers were
less successful, often they did not focus sufficiently closely on the question, sometimes
showing that they had not read it carefully enough. On the other hand, there were many
answers in which a wide variety of techniques used by the author were correctly identified,
supported with evidence and explained (the ‘PEE’ approach), and the effect on the reader
was clearly shown.
The best answers showed a perceptive understanding of the text and the techniques used
by the author. In such answers, candidates knew how to deal precisely with the language of
the extract they were faced with and concentrated on the author’s purpose and methods of
presentation. The majority of responses showed at least a sound understanding of the text
and were able to refer to the language of the extract, making relevant comment.
Weaker candidates, however, often struggled to engage in a sustained manner with the
writer’s use of language and sometimes used excessively long quotations.
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Part b) was sometimes answered less well than part a), not least because it threw the
initiative on to the candidates to make an apt selection from their text. Some candidates
therefore had difficulty in relating their answers to only one other section of the novel.
The skill of selecting suitably is one to which centres should devote substantial time in
preparation, since a poor or ill-focused selection can make the sensitive exploration of
language in relation to central ideas or characterisation far more difficult. The choice of an
extract which is not too long enables candidates to write in greater detail rather than in a
general way.

Section B (Writing)
Overall, candidates had responded well and appropriately to the tasks, with some excellent
writing. Many candidates showed a strong sense of purpose, and it is clear that centres
have devoted time to developing the skill of writing in particular registers and for specific
audiences. The best responses were hence clearly differentiated from those where the
candidate offered a personal opinion or viewpoint, but did not address the audience
clearly, as required by the two questions. The best answers came from candidates who had
planned effectively to give a structured, focused answer, with a wide range of language and
accurately-used punctuation marks.
One examiner noted that the highest band answers achieved precision and clarity in
presenting compelling and fully developed ideas. Answers used sentences that were
convincingly structured, with sophisticated control of expression and meaning.
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Question 1
Touching the Void
Few candidates chose this text. Those who did showed good familiarity with it on both parts
of the question and showed a degree of objectivity in their comments.
a) From the small number of responses, there were some effective answers, concentrating
well on the characters’ emotions and picking out points on how language is used.
b) The choice of an appropriate second section of the book was made by most candidates,
with the ‘rope’ episode a popular choice. Candidates could usually draw on either the
speakers’ words or description to show a grasp of the climbers’ complex emotions. However,
there were examples where the candidate used the same extract for b) as for a): candidates
must remember that an extract from another part of the text is needed.

Question 2
Anita and Me
This was also very much a minority text, but it was one where those who chose it related
well to the characters and situations.
a) Candidates for the most part understood Meena’s relationship with her parents.
There were some effective responses, but some candidates seemed to find this question
quite challenging.
b) Candidates tended to limit themselves to very few chosen extracts, often focusing on the
incident when Meena’s mother appeared to show less understanding of her than her father.
One candidate, who failed to give a specific textual reference at the outset, did not fully
elaborate the answer, although the fact that relevant connections were established meant
that the answer just met Level 3 criteria.
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Question 3
Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress
This was another text that was not chosen by many candidates. However, examiners
commented that they found the quality very good.
Students clearly understood the narrator’s feelings for the Little Seamstress.
Some candidates suggested that the narrator wanted the reader to focus on the word
‘lovely’ before ‘unsophisticated’ in the description of the Little Seamstress; this was not an
insult but something quite ‘charming’. One particular answer was seen to have summed this
up well: ‘The little seamstress seems as though she was unspoilt, untainted and that Luo’s
attempt to educate her has ruined the naive, endearing characteristics the [narrator] has
grown to love.’ Another examiner commented that the few scripts seen were of a very high
quality: ‘All showed the ability to analyse language in detail and discuss authorial technique
with authority. A joy to read. Detailed, perceptive, sophisticated, and completely involved in
the text.’
a) Those candidates who attempted this question generally focused well on the appearance
of the seamstress and its effect on the narrator, showing empathy for his character.
b) Candidates were able to choose a relevant extract and quoted appositely in support of
their choice.
Many chose the passage detailing the Little Seamstress’s introduction. Many candidates
dealt appropriately with the initial thoughts and comparisons of the Little Seamstress.
Others selected a later section where the Seamstress’s attitudes had changed considerably.

Question 4
An examiner noted that answers covered the whole ability range, with marks awarded in all
Bands. Many candidates responded confidently to this question, demonstrating a clear and
strong understanding of Francis Cassavant’s desire and need for revenge and justice.
Responses were mostly at least sound. They could often have been improved by more
thorough exploration of the language. An examiner noted that the weaker answers focused
on Francis’ ambiguous attitude and the change in Larry; higher tariff answers analysed
Cormier’s use of simile and metaphor effectively, making much, for example, of the tumour
image, although some failed to grasp fully the significance of the comparison. However, not
all recognised the figure of speech or could fully explain its effect. Most students picked up
the dramatic use of short sentences.
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b) The choice of extract for the second part proved challenging for some candidates. Many
chose the table tennis episode, which worked well in most cases. Some students, however,
adopted a narrative approach and did not select the techniques that created the irony and
the drama of that particular episode. A number wrote about the rape scene with sensitivity
and insight.
The metaphor of Francis’s heart breaking was frequently commented on. There were also
some interesting answers based on the scene when Francis is on a church steeple.
This is the opening paragraph of a candidate’s response to Question 4 (a), on Francis’s
feelings about Larry.

Examiner Comments

The candidate goes straight into discussion
of language features and their effect, by
focusing on a key simile. The approach
is thorough, with a detailed explanation
of the significance of the simile. Overall,
the answer merited a mark in the bottom
of Band 4 (10/16).

Examiner Tip

Make sure that the opening to your
answer has a strong impact, by
showing that you have grasped the
importance of the writer’s use of
language to present ideas.
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This is a central section consisting of three paragraphs of a candidate’s response to Question
4 (b), focusing on Larry’s return to Frenchtown.

Examiner Comments

This is a top Band 3 response, scoring 14/24. The
extract featuring Larry’s return to Frenchtown
was an appropriate one to choose, and the
candidate’s response is a thorough one, showing
sustained understanding.
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Examiner Tip

Make sure that quotations are commented
on in a way that adds useful explanation,
rather than just repeating the words, as in
the comment on ‘feel special’.

Question 5
Of Mice and Men
This was by far the most popular question; it received many positive responses to language
aspects of the text, often full of insight.
However, there was a high degree of discrimination, with examiners noting that the full
range of marks was used, as some answers were poorly focused. One examiner noted that,
although specific language was referred to, very few students were able to identify parts of
speech correctly and often referred to them incorrectly in their responses.
Sometimes, there were lengthy explanations of the social/ historical context, without any
focus on language.
a) Many candidates were confident in identifying language features, though they often
struggled to explore their resonance. As usual the good candidates knew how to look at how
the language was used effectively, and there was much use of PEE to ensure that points
made were substantiated.
Most candidates identified Lennie’s eagerness to hear the story of the dream, his fixation on
rabbits, and the metaphor of George’s voice growing ‘warmer’.
The most able candidates were able to distinguish between George's and Lennie’s differing
attitudes towards the dream as well; George’s realism ‘they ain’t givin it away’ versus
Lennie’s story-like ‘Tell me about the rabbits.’ It was clear, too, that students enjoyed
the text: they responded particularly well to Lennie’s use of language, e.g. repetition,
imperatives and limited vocabulary. There were interesting comments on the use of
short sentences for Lennie, and longer ones for George, illustrating the difference in their
attitudes, planning and seriousness.
Some remarked on the quasi-father/son relationship between George and Lennie and
Lennie’s childlike character.
Not so many made mention of the effect on Candy, however, and this section of the extract
was often omitted completely. The best responses skilfully related the extract to the themes
of friendship and the American Dream.
Most candidates clearly knew the extract well.
The best candidates came up with some original ideas such as the personification of salmon
running adding to the fantasy or the imagery of nature struggling “upstream”, suggestive of
the ultimate failure of the dream.
There were many effective comments from candidates of all abilities about the use of the
adverbs ‘softly’ and ‘eagerly.’ In the more articulate responses, this went further, “Lennie
speaks ‘softly.’ The adverb shows their dream is fragile, perhaps foreshadowing the terrible
fate their dream will suffer.” There was much focus on the verb ‘begged’ as well, to build up
the characters’ sense of desperation for their dream.
Higher band responses demarcated themselves in the judicious use of linguistic terminology.
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b) Examiners tended to feel that this was often less well answered than part a), not least
because responses (despite the higher mark allocation) were often not as fully developed
or focused. By far the most commonly chosen extract was the scene where Curley’s wife
explains her lost dream to Lennie, which elicited many perceptive and engaged responses.
They often recognised that in spite of the flaws in her personality, she deserved readers’
sympathy in her own broken dreams. One candidate described her ‘inherent laziness, the
necessary dependence on others’ to realise her dreams as opposed to George's and Lennie’s
desire to do it themselves, to work together towards their goal.
Most made valid points on the loss of her dream, her need for attention, the change to “you
listenin’” and some had effective close analysis of how the outside noise signalled the end of
the dream, as did the references to nature.
Higher ability candidates were able to recognise her vulnerability and inferred exploitation
by the ‘Hollywood’ men, and used actual textual references to support their opinions.
However, there was also a variety of different extracts, including the discussions with Candy
and Crooks, on both of which there were some successful responses.
On Crooks, candidates often showed a sensitive empathy with the character, as well as
good understanding of motivation, although the episode chosen is rich in telling detail not
always utilised, as an examiner noted. In some cases students ran scenes from different
parts of the book together: even good candidates showed a desire to write about the novel
as a whole rather than focusing on an extract. There was much that they wanted to say,
unfortunately not all of it relevant to the question.
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This is the opening paragraph of a candidate’s response to part (a) of Question 5, on the
dreams of George and Lennie.

Examiner Comments

This is the opening to an assured response to Question 5 (a), in which the
candidate has responded in a detailed and effective way to the language
used to show the different ways George and Lennie speak and think about
their dream. The idea of Lennie’s reliance on both George and the dream
is well explored. This is a top Band 4 response, awarded 13/16.

Examiner Tip

Look closely at how this answer makes strong points and
supports them confidently with very clear expression.
Note the embedded single-word quotations, which are
commented on effectively.
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These are the final two paragraphs of the response by another candidate to Question 5 (a).
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Examiner Comments

The candidate was awarded 11/16 overall for this
Band 4 response. In the concluding paragraphs, the
analysis is very clear and confident in its handling of
the way this extract develops our understanding of the
theme of isolation/loneliness.

Examiner Tip

When relating a given extract to the
novel’s themes, ensure that you remain
focused on what is learnt from the
language used in this passage, rather
than writing more generally about the
theme.
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This is the whole of a candidate’s response to part (b) of Question 5, looking at an earlier
conversation (in the first chapter) between George and Lennie on the same subject.
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Examiner Comments

This is not a very full response to the question, being shorter than the
answer to Question 5 (a), despite the higher mark allocation. There
are some relevant quotations that indicate a generally sound grasp,
but there is some repetition and points are not closely developed with
reference to the text. The mark awarded overall was 3/24, which is in
the middle of Band 1.

Examiner Tip

Look at how this answer could have achieved a higher
band by analysing the points made more effectively
and drawing on a fuller range of material from the
selected extract.
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This is from the middle part of a candidate’s response to part (b) of Question 5, looking at
the conversation that Lennie had with Crooks about dreams.

Examiner Comments

Overall, this answer merited a solid Band 3,
with 11/24. It was thorough in its approach
and drew upon the detail of the selected
extract appropriately, looking at how Lennie
drew strength from George and at the
rejection of Crooks, which had ended his
dream.
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Examiner Tip

To reach the highest Bands, ensure that, when
a quotation is used, the analysis gives the
reader a strong understanding of why you have
selected it and how the language is effective.

Question 6
Rani and Sukh
There were relatively few answers on this text. However, candidates who selected this
question showed a clear understanding of the requirements of the question and identified
what the family feud meant to the characters. One examiner commented that the focus on
the feud did make them look at language and the inevitable blood on the driveway.
Some candidates veered to a narrative approach, especially for the second part of the
question.
a) The answers on the extract provided were generally sound or better, with few at the top
end of the range. Some candidates tended to re-tell the extract or sidestep the question.
However, the most effective responses dealt well with the extract.
b) Most chose the telling of the story of the original deaths that started the feud as their
second extract and this worked very well.
Even the better responses sometimes struggled to engage with the use of language,
although they often showed sensitive cultural awareness.

Question 7
Riding the Black Cockatoo
a) Few responses to this text were seen by examiners. Those that were seen showed an
appreciation of the extract and commented reasonably on the language.
b) A variety of extracts was chosen, with some opting for the contrasting scene in the park
with the journalist. Sometimes there was more comment on racism than there was on the
language that was used to express this theme.
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Question 8
To Kill a Mockingbird
This was the second most popular choice, after ‘Of Mice and Men’. A variety of responses
was seen, including some high quality answers.
a) Many candidates correctly identified how Jem’s relationship was shown in the given text,
picking out relevant language on which to comment. For example, Jem’s violence was
noted, as were his respect and love for his father. One examiner commented that answers
were particularly well developed and expressed, with students working through the extract
and tracing the changes in Jem’s use of language. Another noted that there was some
close reading, with details such as the ‘winter wind’ image explored thoroughly, and all
candidates responding positively to the text, extract and questions. More able candidates
also commented fully on Calpurnia’s ‘mothering role’ with the children, her protectiveness
coupled with her sternness and no-nonsense attitude.
Close contextual study enables candidates to show how the language is effective. One
wrote, for example: "'Snatched' implies to the reader that Jem's actions are sudden and
vigorous, which prove his great intent in attempting to defend Atticus. His startling actions
are emphasised further by the verb and adverb 'flailing wildly', which give the reader a good
idea of Jem's anger and madness."
One examiner indicated that the better candidates were able to select from the whole
extract - commenting on several language points, including the exaggeration of “every hair
in my head” and the short sentence “Daylight faded”, as well as the more obvious points;
and handling the complex character of Jem well, linking this to his relationship with the
others.
b) A range of extracts was chosen, including the lynch mob, the meeting with Boo, the visit
of Aunt Alexandra and the scene at the very end of the book, after Bob Ewell’s attack.
One examiner noted that answers for b) were not so well developed, which suggests that
some candidates may have found it hard to find their way round the whole novel and were
more comfortable with the given extract. An examiner noted that those who chose the
street scene outside the jail at night and the shooting of the mad dog by Atticus responded
well, such as the candidate who wrote: "The writer uses Atticus' protest 'I haven't shot
a gun in thirty years' to illustrate his reluctance to fire a gun in front of his children. It is
doubtful that he lacks confidence in his abilities; it seems to the reader that his excuses are
only in the interest of his vow not to take part in violence, especially in front of his children."
However, those who chose the arrival of Aunt Alexandra sometimes did less well, finding it
difficult to define how this affected the Finch family relationships.
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These are the final three paragraphs of a candidate’s response to part (a) of Question 8.

Examiner Comments

In this response, the candidate shows a generally sound understanding of
Jem’s relationship with his family. The quotations are relevant and there are
some comments on them. The overall mark for this response was 3/16, at the
top end of Band 1, as further depth and development were required.

Examiner Tip

When quoting from the text, be sure that you look closely
at the nature and effect of the language examples you
use, developing your points clearly and fully.
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This is the opening section of a candidate’s response to part (b) of Question 8, focusing on
Aunt Alexandra’s arrival.

Examiner Comments

The candidate begins by a short explanation of the family situation and offers
some comment on the relationship that Atticus, Jem and Scout have with the
Aunt, with reasonable understanding of the situation. The overall mark for
the response was 4/24, which is a mark within Band 1.

Examiner Tip

Here, the candidate has demonstrated some grasp of how the family reacts
to Aunt Alexandra’s arrival, and picks out relevant quotations. Think how the
points that are made could be developed more strongly in order to take the
answer into a higher band.
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Question 9
Traffic safety
AO4(i)+(ii) (Content and ideas):
This question was answered more often than Question 10.
It was very competently handled on the whole, most candidates suggesting such remedies
as traffic lights, crossings, lollipop men/women, speed cameras and bumps. One innovative
suggestion was the building of a racetrack for boy racers to use, instead of local roads.
Some students achieved precision and clarity in presenting compelling and fully developed
ideas. A strong, consistent fulfilment of the writing task focused sharply on the writer’s
purpose and audience. An extensive vocabulary and mature control in the construction of
varied sentence forms was used. Organisation was convincing, with sophisticated control
of text structure, skilfully sustained paragraphing and the effective application of cohesive
devices.
There were, therefore, some convincing letters, which specified particular places and
provided examples of accidents and problems on the roads.
Stronger candidates clearly offered a wide range of solutions, addressed in detail and
respectfully and sympathetically put, acknowledging the council’s current financial
difficulties, because of government cuts to funding. Some weaker candidates, however,
adopted a ‘tabloid rant’ tone that was at times inappropriate.
Examiners noted few very short answers: in general, candidates had made a real effort to
set out the letter correctly, write in paragraphs and adapt their use of language to the form,
audience and purpose, adopting an appropriately formal tone.
The weaker candidates struggled, however, with a more formal register, either developing
only one or two ideas very basically or structuring their responses inadequately.
Candidates were often aware of the importance of putting forward a sustained line of
argument and using persuasive devices. The better responses crafted their writing for the
appropriate audience and purpose and often had a clear personal voice. Humour, including
some irony, was used to good effect.
The comment was made that a surprisingly large number of candidates assumed that their
local council would know the name of the busy road being referred to.
A number of students did not use paragraphs or link their ideas coherently.
Punctuation was sometimes not used to full effect.
Many of the views expressed were strongly expressed and enjoyable to read, with
candidates using a number of intentional techniques to engage with the subject and the
audience. However, after investing much energy into the start, they often found it hard
to sustain the response at a high level after the first couple of paragraphs. There were
good signs of clear planning, to produce well-structured responses which considered form,
purpose and audience.
Those who struggled could not control the register required for the specified audience and
purpose. Many tended to be too emotive or tried too hard to be persuasive.
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AO4(iii) (Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar)
Most candidates reached a generally sound level of technical accuracy, although even some
very articulate responses were marred by significant errors. One examiner noted that
the use of apostrophe for any word ending in ‘s’ was prevalent in the responses, as were
weak spelling skills. However, others commented favourably on the general standard of
candidates’ writing.
These are the opening three paragraphs from a candidate’s response to Q9, on traffic
accidents involving children.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate writes a convincing opening paragraph to what was a full and
convincing response to the question. From the outset, key questions are
addressed to the Council, and the use of ‘Firstly’ and 'Secondly’ shows that
the candidate has planned the response with an orderly structure. Language
is fully appropriate (for example the reference to the need for a ‘strategic
plan’), and overall this merits a secure Band 5 mark for content and ideas,
being awarded 15/16, and 7/8, a Band 3 mark for the quality of the writing.

Examiner Tip

Note the way in which the candidate adopts a tone and
style that draws the reader in to consider the points
that are made, showing very strong awareness of the
audience.
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This is the second part of another candidate’s answer to Q9 on road safety.

Examiner Comments

This response also has a secure grasp of
purpose and audience. It is a sustained
and appropriate response, but there is
less development of the argument into a
fully convincing appeal to the Council. The
response merits a secure Band 3 for its
content and ideas, 8/15, and a Band 2,
5/6, for the quality of the writing.
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Examiner Tip

When writing a letter to persuade someone
to take your ideas seriously, aim for a strong
and convincing conclusion.

Question 10
Making changes to one’s life
AO4(i)+(ii) (Ideas and content):
Some candidates produced very strong, effective responses. Examiners commented that
many wrote in a lively and interesting way, although one felt that too many candidates
restricted themselves to the obvious changes of a healthy diet, exercise, getting out more
and working harder at school. Many candidates were able to adopt a style appropriate for a
teenage magazine. Some also created some eye-catching headlines for their articles.
Where students wrote consciously for a teenage audience, answers often had a racy tempo
and convincing array of phrases and jargon. Particularly effective was the use of varied
sentence structure at all levels of ability: short snappy sentences, rhetorical questions,
varied use of other punctuation, and experimenting with word order for effect.
One examiner noted that this question gave the students an opportunity to explore their
informal voice and gave them a position of responsibility to advise their peers. Another
wrote: ‘Lovely! They really did engage well with this. This was the question for those with
flair.’
The best were thought to have an empathetic tone, followed by clear, sensible suggestions
for change.
The best answers had a degree of understatement or exuberant irreverent wit. Candidates
sometimes confessed that they wished they could spend less time living virtual lives on
Facebook and on their mobiles and actually go out and participate in something. A change in
attitude towards authority figures was also a common theme.
AO4(iii)
Examiners made similar points as for Question 9.
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This is the opening section of a candidate’s answer on changes that could be made to
teenagers’ lives (Q10).

Examiner Comments

The candidate makes clear from the outset the
reasons for focusing on fitness and activity as
a means of combating teenage obesity. There
is a suitable range of ideas presented in a
sustained response. The register is effective
and the readership engaged. This is a Band
3 response for content and ideas (8/16) and
Band 2 for quality of writing (4/8).
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Examiner Tip

Think about how to start your answer
with a strong statement that draws
your reader into wanting to hear what
you have to say.

These are the concluding two paragraphs of another candidate’s response to Q10, on
changes teenagers could make to their lives.

Examiner Comments

This candidate engages the reader strongly in the proposals for change, and sets
these out in a clear, well-organised structure, with five recommendations, of which
these are the last two. The writing has a strong register, making effective use of
rhetorical questions (one of these ends the answer). There is mature control of
language and the candidate shows the ability to vary sentences. This answer was
awarded 16/16 (top of Band 5) for the content and ideas, and 8/8 (Band 3) for the
quality of ideas.

Examiner Tip

Note the clarity of the structure adopted, which means
that the argument is easy to follow and the points have
impact.
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Section A
Some candidates failed to put a cross in the box to indicate which question they were
attempting. If this was the case, the answer was marked in the 'rubric' section for Section
A. They are encouraged to identify the different parts of their answers clearly and to cross
the correct number box.

Section B
Some candidates failed to put a cross in the box to indicate which question they were
attempting. If this was the case, the answer was marked in the 'rubric' section for Section
B. They are encouraged to identify the question and to cross the correct number box.
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Paper Summary
Centres should have regard to the following points raised by examiners:
The examination overall elicited a full range of quality in candidates’ responses, including
some who were below the expected standard for this Tier and who, examiners suggested,
might have been entered for the Foundation Tier, where they could have benefitted from the
additional structure given in the question.
Examiners also noted that often candidates wrote at length but failed to gain the higher
marks because, while demonstrating good knowledge of the texts, they did not concentrate
on how the writers had used language effectively to convey an idea.
Another occasional tendency was for candidates to run out of time after Section A, and
hence to address Section B only briefly or not at all. There were clearly some issues of time
management and also of not noting the marks apportioned to each question.
Some students did not fully address the precise, specific requirements of the questions,
often writing generalised comments about the text rather than focusing on the key words
within the question.
It was again the case that a small number of students wrote about more than one extract
in Section A, part b), which meant that they were not writing detailed comments about one
particular episode.
In Section A, there remains the need for candidates to time their answers so that the part
b) answers are longer and more detailed than those in part a), as 24 marks are allocated.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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